W/C

ARC

TFTW: Storytelling and Worship
Opportunities

1.09.2020

Rewards

7.09.2020

Attendance

Jeremiah 29:11 "For I know that I
have plans for you" declares the
Lord, "plans to prosper you and not
to harm you, plans to give you hope
and a future
How the elephant got its trunk
Wisdom

14.09.2020

Behaviour

Luke 2:39- 52, Jesus grows -he

Cherishing yourself Faith: Growth mindset and
disobeys his parents to choose
and others as unique managing change
instead to listen and learn with the and wonderfully
elders. Collective worship -Christian made
approaches to managing change/
introduction of Church School status

Individual
liberty

sincerity

21.09.2020

Attendance

Matthew 22:34-40 Loving your

healthy relationships Kindness: Managing
that dignify all
relationships and stress
safely

Mutual
Respect

appreciation

The rule of
law

courage

neighbour as yourself

Church School
Language

Assembly

British values Character

Vision, values and
expectations

Induction

Welcome to the Year group - Democracy
aspirations

28.09.2020

Rewards

The angry young man and the
Buddha

Cherishing yourself Managing Risks - County
and others as unique Lines
and wonderfully
made

5.10.2020

Behaviour

Daniel in the lions' den

Wisdom

12.10.2020

Attendance

Mark 2:27 -The sabbath was made

courageous
Excellence: Student Voice
advocates for change elections

Rewards

for man and not man for the
sabbath -Jesus challenging tired
social norms
Zen story - the earthquake

19.10.2020

What is democracy and why The rule of
is it important?
law and
democracy

dignity

Excellence: Rewards

celebrating
difference

Faith: Equality and diversity

Democracy

purposefulness

adaptability

citizenship

allegiance

appreciation

Half term

2.11.2020

Attendance

9.11.2020

Rewards

16.11.2020

Behaviour

23.11.2020

Attendance

30.11.2020

Rewards

7.12.2020

Behaviour

14.12.2020

Rewards

Christmas

All Souls -remembering the dead
and dealing with loss

The rule of equity
Law, Mutual
respect and
tolerance
John 2:2 "He is the atoning sacrifice stillness, worhip and Excellence: Antibullying week Mutual
integrity
for our sins, and not only for ours
reflection
respect and
but also the sins of the whole
tolerance
world"
Matthew 7:1 "Judge not, that you celebrating
Kindness: Racism and
Mutual
fairness
be not judged"
difference
prejudice
respect and
tolerance;
individual
liberty and
the rule of
law
Mata Bhag Kaur
Kindness: Sexism and
Mutual
respect
stereotyping
respect and
tolerance;
individual
liberty and
the rule of
law
Ephesians 4:2 With all humility and celebrating
Kindness: Challenging
Mutual
tenacity
gentleness, with patience, bearing difference
homophobia
respect and
with one another in love,
tolerance;
individual
liberty and
the rule of
law
Romans 12:16 "Live in Harmony with aspiration and hope Student Council Assembly
Democracy community
one another"
The story of the Nativity
stillness, worship and Excellence: Rewards
benevolence
reflection

